
Keep the Water and the World Clean 
  

By Kyle  
   Imagine the summers in Vermont were very hot all the time. The fish would not come 
to the surface and the hot weather and lack of rain would cause a drought.The rivers, 
lakes, streams amount of water would lower and possibly dry up. Many fish could die. 
People that like to fish would not be able to fish. That is what it could be like soon if we 
don’t slow down global warming and take care of our Earth. 
   You would not be able to fish if the water had trash in it. It would help if you hooked 
the trash and got it out of the water and took care of that trash. If you have plastic, 
recycle it. If you get cans, recycle it, you’ll get five cents per can but sometimes ten 
cents, but not usually. Recycling and not littering keeps our environment clean.  If you 
find anything trash in the water try to get it if you can because fish might swallow it and 
birds might get it which can kill them.Some trash looks like food to fish and they can eat 
it. That makes them sick or possibly die. 
 If there’s cardboard, take it home and burn it or use it for art. If you can get paper, take 
that home to burn it or use it for an art project. 
It’s a good thing there are game wardens and laws for littering but i'm pretty sure that 
game wardens clean trash too. If you go diving, swimming or anything that has to do 
with water try to get some trash if possible. 
   In conclusion I hope people take better care of the water and the world. You should go 
outside and take a walk to pick up trash.                                                                                                  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




